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YOUNG GUNS

A critically acclaimed debut album behind
them, Youngs Guns have been the standout
act of 2012. Nerve chats to them about their
breakthrough year.
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LUKE PATIENCE

One of the most charismatic athletes in
Team GB, the silver medalist sailor shares
his pride on how 2012 changed his life.
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Wanna Join?

For opportunities to get
involved, whether it be writing,
design, illustration,
photography or even a spot of
photobombing, email
editor@nervemedia.org.uk
for details.
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FOODSCAPES

Taking the term playing with your food to a whole
new level, Carl Warner’s ingenious food
landscapes are a feast to behold. We talk to the
man behind the mascarpone.
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SUMMERBALL

Another record breaking year,
another jaw - dropping party. Our 6 page
review looks back at the biggest date in the
student calendar.
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Well haven’t we been busy? Over the
summer we’ve been working flat out on an
all new, fresher and most importantly
relevant Nerve Magazine for you to sink your
teeth into for the new year.
We’ve gone under a major facelift,
completely revamping the style, substance
and vibe of your student magazine. We now
have one simple aim, to cut out all the guff
and deliver the stuff you want to read, because we know what it’s like to be students.
So with Freshers well under way, the time
for Issue #1 is here and we have a storming
opener lined up for you.

Illustrators
Jack Carrington
Grant Corlett
Nathan Hackett
Becky Hill
Isaac Hoar
Sam Gainsborough
Alice Kirkham

Important Stuff
Here at SUBU, we print on 50%
recycled paper using
vegetable - based inks by Indigo
Press Limited. You’ve got to start
somewhere.
Nerve Magazine is produced
by SUBU (the Students Union @
Bournemouth University. Information correct at time of going
to press (September 2012). The
views express are not necessarily
those of Nerve Media, SUBU or
the Editor.
Nerve Magazine is printed on 250
gsm silk cover and 115gsm body
provided by Indigo
printing Press.

During our summer journey, we’ve found
time to chat to the likes of folk sweetheart
Newton Faulkner on his favourite heckles,
2012’s breakthrough band Young Guns
on their momentous year, Team GB’s Mr
Charisma and silver medalist sailor Luke
Patience, as well as acclaimed producer
turned pop maestro Labrinth on his
blueprint for world domination.
We take a look back at the year’s biggest
party, with our 6 page official Summer Ball
review and offer up the best alternative
festivals to head to, plus TONS more
features, fashion, sport and entertainment
to ease you back into student life.
Toby Gray
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Essential
TRACKS
we’ve
been
listening
to this
MONTH

MUMFORD
AND SONS
I WILL WAIT
In the first single from
the elusive ‘difficult’
second album, their
trademark countryfied guitar strumming
makes it equintessentially ‘Mumford’. With
its catchy chorus, it’s
the perfect end of
summer tune.

FRANK OCEAN
PYRAMIDS
The longest song off Frank
Ocean’s highly anticipated
debut album Channel Orange.
Twisting and turning through
all manner of different genres, it
keeps in key with the extremely
self reflective tone of the album.
Did we mention it’s nearly 10
minutes long?

AESOP ROCK
LEISUREFORCE
The king of alt hip hop
returns with his 1st album since
2007 and shows us what we’ve
been missing from the fiery
rapper. A song about a "superhero team with the superpower
of chilling", Aesop’s instantly
recognisable flow spits around
a thumping beat in his unique
fusion of indie hip hop.

DON BROCO
ACTORS
Bedford-based alternative rockers
Don Broco do not disappoint with
their latest single. The fierce drumbeats, mixed with melodic greatness,
work perfectly with the lead vocals
from Rob Damiani. Keep a look out for
them during the next few months, or
even better, go see them live!

AVALANCHE CITY
LOVE LOVE LOVE
We first heard this song (shamefully?) whilst
watching Made in Chelsea. Put simply, it’s a song we
can’t help but love. It’s upbeat and allows you to escape
and think of the good times. The music video also has
animated penguins. What more could you want?

TWO DOOR CINEMA CLUB
SLEEP ALONE
Two Door Cinema Club had a lot to live
up to after the huge success of their
first album ‘Tourist History’. ‘Sleep
Alone’ carries on where the previous
album left off. Although sounding a
lot more produced than their previous
stuff, it still manages to hit the ear in a
just as catchy way as before.

MUSE
SURVIVAL
Of course this song has been heard before every
Olympic event but even without its iconic status,
it’s still amazing. Muse head back to their usual
bombastic selves with falsetto screams and
screeching guitar that’s the perfect taster to the
new album we’ve been waiting all summer for.

Head straight to the playlist by
scanning the QR code or
visit www.nervemedia.org.uk

THE XX
SUNSET
Sweeping guitars and clicking
beats over a creepy ethereal
backdrop. Just what we’ve
come to expect from The xx,
and it works perfectly. Sunset
is the stand out track from
their new album Coexist,
which you can read the
review for over on page 46!
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Edible art? Take your fill
By Toby Gray

A

t first glance, you may think you’re just gazing
upon serene sunsets, breathtaking landscapes and peaceful coves of distant lands.
It’s not until you realise the settings are made
entirely from food that you can feast your eyes over
the magnificence of Carl Warner’s ‘foodscapes’. Now
of course, we’ve all attempted a miniature Mordor
of broccoli around a river of gravy on a Sunday
afternoon, but this is taking it to another level,
another stratosphere in fact. Salmon seas, stilton
cottages, cereal deserts and salami highways, you
name it; Warner has probably used it as art. For over
a decade, he has been making a living playing with
his food, and with 2 books under his belt, numerous
advertising commissions and a children’s TV show
in the pipeline, he has well and truly lay that cliché
to rest.
Warner’s excruciatingly detailed pieces stem from
a long time celebration of food, and a creative eye
for their possibilities as art. From wondering around
the Borough Markets of London to the firsthand
experience of delicacies around the world, Warner
has a truly global catalogue of inspiration. "Food is
a great source of inspiration to me because it is an
organic material that has a similarity to the larger
aspects of the natural world. I’m a big foodie, I love
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to eat well and dine out. Food is something we can
all afford to be passionate about."
Yet as with many great innovations, he stumbled
upon his discovery by chance, when a tree shaped
mushroom opened up the avenue for a completely
new art form. An only child, Warner was deeply influenced by the surrealist works of Roger Dean, Patrick
Woodroffe and Salvador Dali in his youth, and spent
hours at a time alone in his room trying his hand at
art and illustration, which would later develop into
an infatuation with photography. Using these influences, combined with over 25 years in the advertising business, Warner consciously creates conventional landscapes designed to trick the eye, to bring
in the surrealist elements of his idols that force the
audience to take a closer look at what they’re seeing.
I need to fool the viewer into thinking it is a real
scene at first glance. It is the realization of what the
real ingredients are that brings a smile, and for me
that’s the best part."
As you might expect, the preparation of a foodscape is a meticulous exercise and one that requires
an extraordinary amount of patience and precision,
but Warner maintains as with all art, it simply starts
with an idea. "I imagine the scene in my head and
then I draw the scene as a sketch. From here I decide

what ingredients will be used to make the scene,
and I work with my food stylist and my model maker
to build the scene on a large table top in my studio."
The average budget, depending on the extravagance of the shot is around £300 and Carl, alongside his small team shop for all the ingredients
themselves. From carefully planned supermarket
trips to spontaneous discoveries in local markets, a
suitable food counterpart is always located for the
set, however unlikely a match
(try and spot the ingenious
use of a fortune cookie on the
next page, then you’ll see). Any
one shoot takes up to a day
to prepare and several days
to shoot, and is often done in
layers to ensure the produce
is of the freshest quality. Hours of planning goes
into when an object is placed into the shot, as Carl
claims "wilting and the perishability of ingredients
are my biggest problem, especially where fresh
herbs are concerned. Things like coriander and flat
leaf parsley last only a few minutes, so they go into
shot right before the end in order to catch them at
their best."
One of the most striking charms about Carl

“

Warner’s foodscapes (alongside their ability to
fixate the viewer into a who’s who of ingredient spotting) is their innocence and accessibility. He calls
his work "The pleasant deception"; a whimsical and
fun way to appreciate the universal culture that is
food. "To celebrate it in art is a celebration of the
very thing that sustains us. A healthy food culture is
something that can bring families and communities
together by giving us a sense of oneness. The simple

I need to fool the viewer into thinking it is a
real scene at first glance

”

pleasure of growing food, cooking a meal and sharing with friends is what unites us in our humanity.
To celebrate this through landscapes made from the
food we eat is for me a simple connection of nature’s
beauty from nature’s bounty."

Turn over for more
Feasts for the eyes!
Design Toby Gray
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Above Fishscape
Below Salmon Sea
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Above Chinese Junk
Below Candy Cottage

For More Foodscapes, visit
www.carlwarner.com
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HEADS UP!

YOUR MONTH IN BOURNEMOUTH

LIANNE LA HAVAS
@FIRESTATION
17 OCTOBER

CLUBBING
P Money

Lava Ignite
25 September

Professor Green
V Bournemouth
28 September

Dub Optic

Old Firestation
29 September

GIGS

Benjamin Francis
Leftwich
Old Firestation
2 October

EVENTS

Fawlty Towers
BIC
2-3 October

Maverick Sabre

Alan Davies: Life is
Pain

O2 Bournemouth
4 October

BIC
4 October

Mayday Parade
O2 Bournemouth
12 October

Now Then: Art
Screening

Mike Skinner
DJ set

Lianne La Havas

Lava Ignite
2 October

Old Firestation
17 October

Stephen K Amos

Old Firestation
13 October

O2 Bournemouth
18 October

Fawlty Towers

Old Firestation
15 October

O2 Bournemouth
19 October

Alan Davies: Life is
Pain

O2 Bournemouth
20 October

BIC Windsor Hall
21 October

Rick Astley

Now Then: Art
Screening

Lava Ignite
23 October

Old Firestation
25 October

Sixty Million Postcards
4 October

ENTER

White Rave
Bedlam

Student Traffic
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Labrinth

Newton Faulkner
Ed Sheeran

Sixty Million Postcards
4 October

No Rickrolling here: Rick Astley
@Old Firestation, 25 October

BIC
6 October

BIC
2-3 October
BIC
4 October

Absolute Bedlam: Chase & Status DJ Set
@O2 Bournemouth, 20 October

ENTS

Catch up with..

NEWTON
FAULKNER
The Surrey singer talks
to Tristan Griffiths on
the new album, pub
gigs and ukuleles

“I

play acoustic guitar and write
songs of varying styles and some
people seem to quite like it."
Modesty aside, this rather docile
summation of his style captures the
sense of Newton Faulkner’s music,
but not how he intended. He’s all
about not taking himself seriously,
and this laid back attitude reverberates right through his third album
Write It On Your Skin.
Faulkner admits his first album
had "a certain naivety to it, but that
was part of its charm at the time,"
but he’s decided to take much
more control over the new record.
"Sonically it’s gotten liver, rawer and
rougher round the edges. I did a lot
of the recording in very low pressure

Words Tristan Griffiths Design Toby Gray

FAULKNER IN A FLASH
Age you 1st picked up a
guitar?
Thirteen
How many guitars you own?
Lots
Do you play any other
instruments?
Not properly, but blag a lot of
others. On recordings I have
played drums, piano, sitar,
Chinese zither & even the harp,
but it’s all parts, not actually
playing.
Artist you would most like to
collab with dead / alive?
Guitar wise - Jimi Hendrix would
be insanely fun. I could just
hold down the rhythm and he
could wail. Singing wise - Cee Lo
Green. I could sit on some junk
and he could wail over the top of
that. Writing wise - Either Tom
Waits or Randy Newman so I
could pick their brains on song
writey stuff, cos they’re both
incredible!
Who would win in a fight a
badger or a fox?
A badger - because it’s got a
bigger head.

environments a huge amount
in my parent’s
house at 4am
with a glass
of wine in the
other hand."
Explaining how he "avoided
normality" throughout the process
of recording, Faulkner stayed in an
Express By Holiday Inn to gain access to a tiny converted garage in
LA, eventually going on to finish the
record on a boat. Not exactly your
everyday recording experience, but
Faulker isn’t your everyday artist.
To test his new material, he used
the power of social media to gather
his fans as a
novel sounding board for
the album. Performing gigs
to as few as 50
people in living
rooms and schools, as well as sifting
through countless online comments
and amateur YouTube footage to
"feel the vibe" of the performance,
Faulkner was able to create a fully
tailored album. "It’s like watching a
comedy you find funny with someone
that doesn’t – it suddenly makes it
not funny anymore, and you have to
sit and view it through their eyes."
Every summer Faulkner’s programme is jam packed as he
takes full advantage of the
festival season and despite
the treacherous weather,
this year was no exception. Just one gig
though, in
the Isle of

“

Man was pulled due to high winds.
Faulkner however, convinced a small
local bar to open up to a spur of the
moment festival for booted organisers, calling in Little Comets and
Reverend and the Makers to perform
the intimate gig.
Somehow, the conversation spiralled into what his most random
moment had been, to which he had a
surprising number of stories, including playing "the Emirates Airlines
thing that goes across the Thames"
the day before the interview, as well
as a slate mine and a hot air balloon.
"I’ve had some amazing heckles. My
favourite was in Leeds Uni, just after
a really sensitive song in the gap before the applause. In that
tiny little gap, she shouted
incredibly loudly ‘can you
stick a ukulele up me bottom?’ Now in that 2 part
heckle, 3 songs later, in
exactly the same gap she
shouts ‘I’ve found a
ukulele, can you find
my bottom?’
It’s just
comedy
genius."

she shouted incredibly
loudly ‘can you stick a
ukulele up me bottom?’

”

NEWTON FAULKNER PLAYS O2
BOURNEMOUTH ON 19 OCTOBER
WATCH THE FULL VIDEO INTERVIEW AT
ALLTHINGSBOURNEMOUTH.CO.UK
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SPORT

Team GB’s charismatic
saling star and silver
medalist Luke Patience
speaks to Dan Welling on
competing in a home
Olympics, and the
emotions of that
Opening Ceremony

W

hilst London basked in happy and glorious rays
of patriotic sunshine with Jess Ennis and Mo
Farah enthralling British hearts, Weymouth
was experiencing its own Olympic festivities. For almost
the entire games, Dorset played host to the Olympic
sailing and saw its fair share of British success with five
medals being won by Team GB. One of those stars was
Scottish-born Luke Patience who won silver alongside
Stuart Bithall in the 470 class. Luke is one of the most
charismatic and positive athletes not just in the sailing
squad but in the entire Team GB camp. (Luke laughs)
"That’s just the way I am. I’m a smiler, always have
been all my life," he says, before giving an impassioned
response about his joy at competing in the world’s
greatest sporting competition.
"Christ, you’re only young once and you only live once.
We’re not going to get this chance to do it again. To wake

up every morning and say ‘I’m going to the Olympic
Games, race my wee heart out and try and win a medal’
is such a privilege. I just wake up and say, ‘God, I’m {the}
luckiest boy in the world.’ It’s such a great opportunity."
Luke describes himself as a ‘water baby’ who simply
adores the ocean. When he isn’t racing in his little dinghy,
he is surfing or wind-surfing with his friends up in
Scotland, but obviously sailing is his main love and, like
most athletes who are world class, Luke began at a very
young age.
"I remember first getting the bug for it when I was
7-years-old and it was because, like a lot of kids are, I
was fiercely competitive as a youngster. I did loads of
sports when I was a kid but for some reason sailing got
me hooked. I don’t know whether it was the freedom of
the ocean or getting away from the hustle and bustle of
the land."
NERVE 17

FORGING A NEW PARTNERSHIP
It hasn’t always been blue skies and calm waves for Luke
though, as he admitted that he was too young to go to the Beijing
Oympics at 22 and had believed - like his partner Stuart - the
seeds of doubt had started to sow themselves, but one phone call
would change their lives forever.
"We’d both previously been in serious Olympic campaigning for
3-4 years up until that point and we had - I guess you could say campaigns that weren’t at a level of which we thought we could be
at after the work we put into it. I think coming in fresh into the new
Olympiad, as it were, I was kind of thinking, ‘I’m not good enough
and maybe I should pull the plug’.
"We were on the phone to each other just a couple of weeks
before our World Championships that year and thinking, ‘What
about me and you having a go? Why don’t we try it and give it a
go?’ So, we just jumped in a boat together literally a few weeks
before the Worlds and won a silver medal! So, that kind of kicked
off our little partnership quite well I think."
Luke and Stuart were eventually selected for the London
Olympics at the start of the year having won 11 World and European
medals between them in three years. Nevertheless, with the final
countdown in full swing and amidst all the hysteria of medal
predictions – including the BBC’s and the Guardian’s blissfully
optimistic medal ambitions of 95 and 82 medals respectively –
Patience and Bithall weren’t among them. Overshadowed by the

“

To wake up every
morning and say
‘I’m going to the
Olympic Games,
race my wee
heart out and
try and win a
medal’ is such a
privilege

”
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likes of Ben Ainslie and Iain Percy, they slipped
quietly through the net of public awareness and
Luke freely admitted that was a blessing
for the pair.
"We certainly weren’t gold medal favourites,
which I think is a nice place to be in. We didn’t
have to feel that weight of expectation on your
shoulders. We came from a win-win situation.
We had nothing to lose. We’re young, it’s our first
Olympics. There was no expectation weighing
us down. It was just go and do what you do boys
because this is the greatest opportunity you’ll
ever have."
THE GREATEST EXPERIENCES OF MY LIFE
Despite being based in Weymouth for his
competition, Luke was one of the lucky ones who
managed to experience the Olympic ceremony
and took time to relish that moment again in his
mind. "That was the single greatest experience of
my life – well no it was definitely up there," after
quickly remembering he won a silver medal.
"It’s the moment before, when you’re in the
depths of the stadium and you’re standing with
Team GB amongst some amazing athletes you’ve

maybe watched for years and Sir Chris Hoy is
carrying our flag. The stadium was just going
mental and we were walking past all the people
in the tunnels of the stadium, all the workers
all the people taking part in the show. Everyone
just started chanting, ‘Team GB! Team GB!’ and
everyone just stamping their feet and the roar..."
"That moment when we walked out of the
tunnel and looked up as we walked into the
stadium is something I will never forget. I can’t
describe it. I can’t put into words how amazing
that moment was and how much that meant
to me. It was like, ‘Wow I’m here. I’m an Olympic
athlete. I’ve dreamed about this for so long.’ Oh
man, it was just the coolest thing I’ve ever done."
During the Olympic regatta, Patience and
Bithall squared up to the much fancied
Australian team of Matthew Belcher and
Malcolm Page. After pushing them all the way
to the final medal race where the Brits still
had a shot at gold, the team from Down Under
eventually triumphed leaving Luke and Stuart
with a silver medal. In a games where Team GB
won 29 gold medals, silver almost seemed like a
disappointment. For Luke however, as in much of
his life, he found only positivity.

"You could lose a gold but you could win a silver and there’s
slight subtleties there. We pretty much had a two way battle with
the Australians all week and they slightly got the better of us.
But me and Stuart sailed the absolute regatta of our lives and we
couldn’t have asked much more of ourselves. What can I say? We
didn’t hand it to them. We did everything right. I have no regrets
and we’re standing there with a silver medal and of course I’m
happy. I’m stoked! I’ve spent so many years working for that
moment and it only inspires me more to go to Rio and try to
go one better."
Now that the games are over, medallists like Luke are in high
demand for people like us in the media and by sponsors but, once
the furore dies down, what will people like Luke – who realistically
aren’t the money making powerhouses like Jess Ennis or even
sailing’s own Ben Ainslie – going to do? For once, Luke was
stumped. "Well, actually, I don’t know. It’s a question I don’t know
the answer to at the moment. I’ll probably take some time off to go
surfing with my mates. I’m sure things will crop up as we go along
but, like the Olympics, I’m enjoying every second of it, you know?"
Being recognised in the street for the first time by passers-by,
it is clear Luke’s life will now change. The always smiling, always
positive sailor from Aberdeen dreamed of being an Olympic
medallist. That goal has been achieved, but his focus now turns to
the Gloria, Rio de Janiero where the sailing will take place in 2016.
If Luke and Stuart upstage themselves and win a gold medal at the
next games, who knows how long Luke will be smiling thereafter?
Design Joe Tattersall
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FASHION

Trend
Report

THEME: GOTHIC

Not just for the Adams
family, goth can equal
glamour too. Go for
moody romanticism
with long-line
silhouettes of

COLOUR: BERRY

lace and chiffon with
complementing crucifix motifs or rock it up
with full black leather
and red wine stain
lipstick.

SHAPE: PEPLUM
Peplum tops and
dresses have proved
almost inescapable for
the season just gone.
So if they were a trend
you grew attached to,
no fear the pep is here
to stay. The most
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These latest
trends and
Autumn is essential
upon us,
items will
and that
get you
means one clued up
thing: a
on what to
wardrobe
expect this
switch up. season

This season’s wardrobe colour palette
focuses on hues of
berries. From vintage
shades of wine, oxblood and burgundy,

all the way to hot
pinks and vibrant
violets, choose one to
suit you or layer complementing tones for a
bolder style.

FABRIC: BROCADE
flattering top of summer has been adapted
for jackets and even
into the pep-hem
dress, an upgrade to
the popular shape
seen everywhere over
the holiday season.

A golden thread leads
the way through to
autumn/ winter with
richly decorative
pieces sure to get you
noticed. Think intricate embellishment
and adorning prints

with a modern spin.
A decadent shirt in a
boyish shape over your
beloved black skinnies
or leather trousers if
you’re feeling brave
will land you right on
trend.

WARDROBE STAPLES

If you’re going to invest in
one thing this season...
VINTAGE CAMO JACKET
We’ve seen parkas come back as a comfortable
autumn/winter fail-safe essential for style and
practicality. Now get ready to fall in love with
2012’s alternative as military marches its way
into our lives with the camouflage jacket.
Where: Urban Outfitters - £48
Team with: leather trousers and a beanie.

SKATER SKIRT
The skater skirt and dress
has been on the scene for a
while and it doesn’t look like
its going anywhere through
the winter months. To update
this trend, look out for leather,
metallic and brocade styles for
an edgier take on the feminine
trend.
Where: H&M - £12.99
Team with: button up shirt
with an embellished collar
and brogues.

BOYFRIEND
SWEATSHIRTS
No longer just for lounging
round the house in, sweatshirts
are big news this season so
you can do Monday morning
lectures in comfort and style.
Such an easy trend to work, the
sweat is best-worn minimal
and oversized, ideal for a
confident tomboy.
Where: American Apparel £32
Team with: acid wash skinny
jeans and your trusty
Converse.

TAILORED TROUSERS
From skin-tight leathers and cigarette pants to
tailored strides and slouchy boyfriend styles,
trousers are dominating the runway. Embrace
androgyny with simplistic classics or put a feminine spin on things with statement patterned
alternatives.
Where: River Island - £18
Team with: simplistic top, statement necklace
and a colour popping blazer.
Words Grace Williams Design Toby Gray
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FASHION

STREETS
OF
STYLE

Our
fashion
photographer
Andrea
Pereira takes
to the streets
to show us
exactly why
London is the
capital of
Fearless
Fashion
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BOYS
1/

Grey speckle
skater skirt
Topshop continue
to create pieces
which can be
mixed and
matched for any
occasion. With the
skater skirt still
a firm fashion
favourite and no
need to splash
out. £16 from
Topshop

3/

2/ Cap sleeve
flippy tunic
This tunic can
be worn and
redesigned over
and over again.
Easy to make your
own during the
day. Then add an
on trend collar for
an evening look.
Available in a
variety of
colours, this is the
ultimate student
steal. £20 from
Topshop

4/ Red quilted
messenger bag
Add a splash of
colour to the simplest of outfits.
No need to worry
about accessories, this does
it all for you. The
perfect buy for an
effortless look any
day of the week.
£25 from River
Island

Solid cross
necklace
A gold-tone cross
pendant, a double
layered cable
chain design, an
adjustable length
and a lobster
clasp fastening
to the reverse
offers the perfect
chance to add
detail to an outfit.
£6 from Asos

WISH
LI S T

1/ Oxford shirt
ASOS has reworked the preppy
style in a variety
of light shades
and stripes in
both long and
short sleeve
styles on sale
from £16.50 an
essential in any
man’s wardrobe.
£22 from Asos

3/

2/ Sweatshirt
with overdye
crew neck
With a nonexistent summer
passed, we welcome in autumn
with this crew
neck sweatshirt.
The bargain buy
over dyed sweatshirt features
a ribbed crew
neck, raglan style
long sleeves with
ribbed cuffs and
a ribbed hemline.
£18 from Asos

4/ Fairisle
printed backpack
Featured with a
printed fairisle
design throughout, contrast
bottom, two side
compartments
and adjustable
shoulder straps
this backpack
adds to the
traditional, as well
as this seasons
never ageing
preppy look.
£30 from Asos

Teenage
Cancer Trust tshirt collection
This off white tee
looks great with
its all over music
pattern print and
roll up sleeves.
Topman will even
donate £5 from
each sale straight
to the charity.
£18 from Topman

GIRLS

Words Holly Welsh Design Toby Gray
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FASHION

RISE OF THE

TOP MAN
Grace Williams takes a look at how men’s
fashion is becoming the runaway trend

I

Words Grace Williams Design Toby Gray

Above Agi&Sam at this year’s London
Collections: Men
Below (from left) Hackett Opens and Jonathan
Saunders at London Collections: Men
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t’s 2012 and as we see women
gaining sporting equality
by London hosting the first
ever Olympics games allowing women to compete in all
sporting events, men are now
gaining charge in the fashion
industry.
This summer saw the launch
of London Collections: Men,
a male alternative to fashion
week, and when we were given
an opportunity to attend, it was
impossible to resist. The reception was hosted by none other
than HRH The Prince of Wales
himself, with the likes of Tinie
Tempah launching his ‘Disturbing London’ clothing range,
the legend that created the
Arcadia group none of us could
live without; Sir Philip Green
and with other celebs David
Walliams, Dave Berry and Tom
Ford forming a very fashionable
panel of attendees, this was
a stylish affair. The bi-annual
occasion in the menswear calendar focuses on showcasing
the best of British brands and
businesses, emphasising both
the creative and commercial
importance of the emerging
talent in the industry as well as
the deeply distinguished, such
as Savile Row tailors.
The event left a long standing impact, far more than the
one week in June that it was
held over. It represents the
recent up rise in the men’s
fashion industry as a whole,

a true phenomenon of great
proportions. Within media and
society, men are taking to the
runway and not shyly either.
Previously, fashion week has
consisted of mainly women’s
fashion, with only one day dedicated to men but now London
and Paris have each given their
boys a mirroring week to really
show us what they’re made of.
Men are truly taking the reigns
as they prepare to compete with
women in the fast becoming
equal establishment, and for
the record, not before time.
It is undeniable that the
online realm that is the web
has had a major part to play
in the evolving industry shift.
The internet is exploding with
inescapable numbers of male
bloggers, infinite Pinterest
boards, inspiring Tumblrs and
endless online retailers, not
just for women but for both
sexes. Street style and style
hunter blogs have especially
erupted over the last couple of
year. Men are taking care of
their appearance more than
ever before, making solid footprints in the previously female
dominated world.
The rise of ‘generation Y’ has
arrived and it continues to grow
at a rapid rate, especially as the
fashion world has already noticed a huge sense of androgyny in women’s Autumn Winter
trend forecasts. Watch out girls,
they’re gaining on us!
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FASHION

FASHION TEST

RITA ORA
HOT
RIGHT
NOW?
Blonde hair, clashing prints
and bright lips, but does
it work?
We ask Bournemouth
University students their
opinions on Rita’s
bold style.

VERDICT:
HOT
NERVE 26

Words Holly Welsh
Design Toby Gray

THEO SIMMS
21, LONDON
I think she’s hot.
I like people that
have their own look
and she pulls it
off well. I suppose
it helps to have a
unique look when
it comes to getting
noticed.

KATE SPASOVA
21, LONDON
I like her, and at
least she stands
out with her style
but I do think it’s
a little RiRi-esque.
It wouldn’t kill her
to wear killer heels
every now and
again.

GEORGIA SCARR
20, LONDON
She looks really
bold, I love how she
mixes classic
hair and make-up
with more urban
clothes.

MADDIE FELTHAM
20, SUSSEX
I saw her at Wireless and I think
she’s really hot!
Maybe even hotter than Beyoncé,
which is saying
something. I think
she is going to be
someone to watch
out for this year!

GEORGE
UNDERWOOD
20, SUSSEX
I really like her
style, kind of a
great balance
between
masculine and
feminine, which
I like - she looks
great!

TOBY GRAY
20, SUSSEX
I saw her tuck her
socks into her
trousers once. You
only do that to rob
an off license or
avoid a fatal bike
crash, and even
then it’s still a
fashion faux pas.

to make paper aeroplanes
to make paper aeroplanes
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A Model Life
Ever wondered what it would be like to be a model?
Nadia Araujo from Select Model Management gives
us a sneak peek into the fast paced, high flying and
often high pressured world of fashion modelling
When did you first start modelling?
I started modelling in November 2009
when I was 16 years old.
What’s been your highlight so far?
I think to shoot Kenzo’s video campaign
and the Kenzo women resort lookbook.
How do you juggle your modelling career
and everyday life?
Well I live with my parents so luckily I get
to see them and my brother almost every
day. They also have lots of family
gatherings which is really good for me as I
get to see the rest of my family when I am
at home. However when it comes to seeing friends and going out everything has
to be a lot more planned and organised,
saying that it tends to be very last minute
because as a model you never really know
when you’re free. Sometimes I take time
off to see my friends and just have a bit of
time to myself. When I am travelling I find
that the best form of contact is Skype.
Describe a typical fashion photo shoot.
Fashion shoots generally start quite early
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in the morning and go on until late afternoon/ early evening. First when you get
to the studio or location of the shoot you
have breakfast if there’s food
available then you get your hair and
makeup done. Meanwhile the
photographer and assistants will be
setting up the lights and camera. Once on
set you work with the photographer to get
the best shot for the mood of the shoot.
What is it like to experience a
fashion show?
Castings are usually quick if there aren’t
many people ahead of you, the casting
directors tend to be nice and ask you
questions to find out a bit more about
you as opposed to just looking at your
book. However some casting directors just
flick through your book without looking
or chatting to you. Most of the time you
see other models you know so castings
often become fairly sociable. Fitting is very
time consuming as there are often lots of
adjustments to the clothes such as pining
etc. For me the catwalk is the most fun, I
still get a sudden adrenaline rush because

Words Natalie Glaze Design Toby Gray

“

I still get a sudden
adrenaline rush out
on the catwalk

I know there will be loads
of people watching; there
is however always the fear
that your shoes may be
hard to walk in or that you
may fall.

time which can be lonely and make you
miss your family. In the world of fashion
people aren’t always nice to you, even
though the majority are, you can get a few
very unpleasant people which can really
get to you.

What are the highs and
lows of being a model?
The best part is the great
variety of things you get
to experience. You get to
travel a lot so you see a
bit more of the world, you
meet different people every
day and get to work with
very talented people.
However, because of the
travelling it’s difficult
to have a social life and
maintain close contact
with friends. Sometimes
the travelling is so
unexpected and you can be
away for long periods of

There must be a lot of pressure on models to look good at all times, how would
you describe your beauty and health
regime to keep yourself looking and feeling good?
There is a huge amount of pressure
because you rely on the way you look to
get work. I generally eat a bit of everything however I have a lot of vegetables
of fish. I try and keep my carb intake to a
low amount. I also drink lots of water and
eat fresh fruit to keep my skin looking
healthy. I do some exercise at the gym but
most of the time I go running in the
evenings often 3 or 4 times a week and
that helps me stay toned. I try to go to bed
early and get 8 hours sleep, but
sometimes that can be difficult if you
have had a busy day and come back late.

”

How would you sum up your
everyday style?
My style changes every day so it’s hard
to pick a specific style. I wear everything
from girly outfits such as flowery dresses
and lace tops to a more ‘tomboy’ style
where I wear a leather jacket or a blazer
with jeans, boots and sometimes a quirky
hat. It depends how I am feeling that day.
What are your fashion and beauty tips
for the students reading this?
To keep your skin looking amazing drink
lots of water and eat healthily, it
really does make a difference. Moisturise
daily and make sure always to take your
makeup off before going to sleep. In terms
of fashion try to be different by getting
inspiration from street styles, trends
and fashion blogs, go to vintage shops
and pick one off quirky items and make
them your own. Most important is self
confidence, the more confident you are in
yourself the better you look.
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LISTEN UP!

Well done. You have just
made the best decision
of your life so far. Apart
from that one you made
to avoid getting in the van
with your dodgy uncle. So
maybe the second best
decision. Top marks. You’re
now going to be going
into one of the most
beautiful towns in the
country, there is a lovely
beach, delightful
restaurants to eat in and
an exquisite nightlife.
But you already knew
that didn’t you?

BOURNEMOUTH
By Johnny Monsour
(a second year)

ILLUSTRATions by
Jack Carrington
(a third year)

So let’s have a look at
some of the things you
didn’t know about this
town and some tips
as to how you can
make the most of
your first year here.
Or the first few weeks at
least, after that...
you’re on your own.

2

There are three kinds of people in
Bournemouth; students, old people and the
homeless. It seems that you are made to leave
when you hit 30 and may only return when you
become either old or homeless. Whichever happens first. The homeless are harmless, mostly.
Basically, in the rare case that they do direct any
abuse towards you, just get your head down and
move on. Simple.

(This one is for Purbeckers, skip if
necessary). So, you’ve got into Purbeck...well
done you lucky thing, you’ve got a prime
location, en suite but most importantly, you’ve
got Cleo. A legend of Bournemouth student
accommodation. She will protect you from
anyone who might try and break in to your halls
and steal things, stay on the right side of her
and she will look after you. You can cross her if
you feel brave, but it’s not advised. If you’ve seen
those videos, you’ll know what we mean.

4
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1

Told your family that
you’ve got into
Bournemouth?
They’ve probably told
you that seems an odd
choice for students given
that it’s a place littered with
old people. Is that true? Yes.
Fortunately they don’t get in
your way because Eastenders
is on at eight. Great news hey?

3

Ticket sellers will find a way into your flat. Don’t panic, it’s
naturally unnerving when you’re in the kitchen making a toast
sandwich and you turn around to see some bellend in a hoodie
with the strings tied up and a snapback smiling at you, saying
something like "Hey BUDDY!". Resist telling the insufferable twat
to fuck off and instead just be friendly. You never know, these
people might just take a liking to you and throw a couple of
Lava tickets your way. Winner.

FEATURE
The queue for the University bus does not work like a normal queue. You may think
that it pays to be polite, congratulations, you’re British. Let’s see if you feel the
same way when the bus driver lets everyone else on the bus apart from you, the
last one in the queue. Here’s how it works. Anticipate where the bus is going to stop
and then position yourself nearest the doors, you’ll get on the bus first and no-one
will say a word. Trust us. It works

6

Picture the scene, it’s four o’clock in the afternoon,
you’ve just woken up after your mental night out and
you’ve got a deadline looming. Better get the bus
into uni to get all that work done...but wait. What’s
that just around the corner? It’s STUDLAND HOUSE.
A university building within walking distance from
Lansdowne (that’s where the uni halls are). For some
stupid reason, the uni won’t tell you that it’s there, so
we did it for you. Aren’t we just bloody lovely?

30p charges in the Uni Shop. Thirty pence doesn’t
seem like a lot does it? In comparison to your
student loan it really isn’t but you can guarantee, at
some point in your uni life, you’ll find yourself asking
just WHY do they charge you 30p for using your card
in the Uni shop? The person on the till doesn’t even
know why they’re charging you either so don’t bother
asking. Just go with it.

"I think I’ll try for the football team, trials are coming up!".
This one is going to sound harsh, but it’s true. You won’t get
in unless you are very very good. We’re talking, played for a
Youth academy or in some cases a lower league football club.
There is no point going down to trials if you’re just a good
player. Join an intramural team and play for fun instead. It’ll
be better for everyone.

9

10

5
7

8

There is only one real pub quiz in Bournemouth. And it’s
bloody good. If you’re into your music, film, TV, have a fairly
decent grasp of general knowledge and a bit of love for
quizzes - get yourself down to Sixty Million Postcards (a
pretty cool bar opposite V Nightclub) where they host one
every Sunday. There are bonus prizes up for grabs as well,
these are well worth winning. Who doesn’t like a
massive bar of Dairy Milk
after all?! Drinks aren’t
cheap in there but it’s
worth it.
Finally...if you’ve got these
ideas of coming to uni and
getting fit/slim/sleek/sexy then
sorry. There’s a huge ASDA in Lansdowne,
opposite the train station that will supply you
with everything you need for Freshers, so don’t
go too nuts bringing EVERYTHING that you’ve
ever used in a kitchen - if you need it ASDA will
have it.
But that’s not the point...this ASDA has a
McDonalds inside it, you may have
seen it and this will become your
best friend at times, mainly after a
messy one at Lollipop when Jim has
vomited over that girl that he’s been
putting the groundwork in with for
weeks.
But that’s not the point. YOU
MAKE YOUR OWN DRINKS IN THIS
MCDONALDS.
Coca-Cola is an expensive commodity at Uni and the cheap stuff
tastes like shite, so as long as you
time it right, you can have UNLIMITED
soft drinks in here. If you get caught, you
didn’t know the rules. You’re a fresher after all.

GOT more tips?
Share them @
nervemagazine
Design Toby Gray
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A Politely decline and instead head to your
room to get an early night ready for the next
days work.
B Decide to have one or two light drinks with
them and see where the night takes you.
C Head to your stock of pre-made cocktails
and crack on, hopeful in the knowledge that
the 9am is still a possibility, albeit a slim one.
D Never a doubt in your mind! By the time
they’d asked you, you’d already slapped on your
face, equipped your santa onsie and poured a
pint of ‘Adios Mother F#&%er!’ (seriously, look
it up) ready for that opening game of
Ring of Fire.

Q2

You haven’t really had the
chance to eat because your 5th
viewing of Harry Potter has kept
you pretty damn busy.
Your options are:

A Head over to the fridge to find a selection of
fresh, healthy options that will keep your brain
in gear for the long night of study ahead.
B Realise that being so proactive, you’ve made
enough pasta bake to sustain you for a whole
week. Happy days!
C Because you’re so busy living life, you’ve got
no time to cook, so takeaways are on you!
D Decide it’s between the 3 day old pizza on
your desk or a call to the local takeaway. When
you realise you spent all your money on Jaeger,
reality sinks in.

Q3

Q4

You’ve got a 9am lecture in the
morning and your mates are all
trying to get you to come out, do
you?

When you found out you got into
university, did you:

A Remain calm and prepare yourself
for the grit and hard work required in achieving
a good grade.
B Celebrate the only way you know how - by
dancing! A new move for every damned piece of
coursework or exam that got you here.
C Assure your parents you will knuckle down
and smarten up - whilst confirming your

online order for an inflatable slide and Elmo
outfit.
D Shave your head, adopt a kitten, tattoo your wrist and streak down the street
screaming "I’ma be somebody!"

Q4

Your parents are coming up to
visit in 4 hours, do you:

A Prepare a picnic for the guided
tour of the town you’ve planned to take them
on.
B Give the house a good clean so they don’t
retch and disown you upon arrival.
C Decide the mould adds character to your
room, but spray a whole container of air
freshener to fight the vinegary smell that’s
emerged.
D Find the energy to shower, then reward
your hospitality efforts with a Choc Ice and
an afternoon of Malcolm in the Middle.

Q5

The student loan has hit the
bank account, your 1st
purchase is:

A The textbook you’re desperately in need of
for your course.
B A monster Asda shop so big, you’re not
sure you’ll ever need to buy food again.
C A holiday to Malia. You deserve a break
after the stress of sleeping 14 hours a day all
summer.
D All of the above, but you use the textbook
as a paperweight for the blueprints of the
aptly titled ‘living room swimming pool
extravaganza’.

HOW’D YOU DO?
Mostly A’s

You actually
came to university to learn
something! You are a model
student who will make us
all proud flying the flag for
Bournemouth when kicking
back in your big mansion.

Mostly B’s Hail the all
rounder! You study well, you
socialise well and we bet you’re
even pretty good at juggling.
How do you find the energy?
Mostly C’s The life and soul
of the party has arrived! Always
buzzing, you’re the kind of person that will be busting a move
in Lava’s Disco Room right up
until you’re kicked out by a
grumpy bouncer at 4:30am.
Mostly D’s

Be ashamed,
you disgusting person.From
the Subway breakfasts to
the tequila headaches, it’s
a surprise you’re even alive.
Regardless, live long and
prosper fresher lord, you’re one
for the occasion (even though
you probably won’t remember
much).
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COMMENT

Don’t just demo:
why the NUS
protest is not
enough to get
students on the
2015 agenda

E

ducate, Employ, Empower. These words will
sound out in the streets of London as
thousands of students will march on
November 21st against this government’s
broken promises to all students, seeking to put
the student agenda at the forefront of the 2015
parliamentary election.
Organised and promoted by the National
Union of Students, this will be the second
protest against the treatment of students under
the coalition government, which has seen education funding cut; EMA removed from the Further Education system, a triple spike in tuition
fees and youth employment at an all-time low.
Liam Burns, President of NUS, announced the
plans for a November demonstration in August,
following a majority vote to support the motion
at the NUS National Conference in April. Arguing
that the prospects for students are increasingly
bleak, the executive committee of NUS are keen
for students to take ownership of the march,
letting the government know just how serious
the student agenda is in the upcoming general
election.
This will be the first march since the anti-cuts
protests in 2010, which resulted in nearly 400
arrests and serious vandalism at Millbank, the
London headquarters of the Conservative Party.
Though nearly two years have passed since the
anti-cuts demonstration, students have since
suffered increasingly critical media attention,
which has framed us as lazy, void of real talent
and volatile.
Though the issue of student reputation has
been acknowledged by the campaign organisers, I think it is one that deserves more critical
attention. We as students have not only suffered
neglect at the hands of those in government
and been disappointed by unfulfilled promises
offered to us before the previous election, but we
have and continue to suffer a reputation that
marginalises us from wider society, placing us
in a bubble of binge-drinking and shopping for
toy degrees. This reputation is not fair, but we are
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standing against the issue in the most
predictable way imaginable.
Michael Chessum, an initiator of the
campaign, suggests we need to capture the
imagination of the public to gain support. To an
extent, he is right, though it is not as simple as
illustrating placards with clever rhetoric and
solidifying in numbers. I can’t help but feel that
the demo decision was fueled by blind
enthusiasm to evoke change and a frustrated
and disillusioned attitude to politics. The addition of these factors results in a dangerous
anger, an emotion that can often quash better
judgment and sensible thought.
Anger is toxic. It is like smog: suffocating,
panicking and blinding. It is this anger that led
to the assault on Millbank and the following
intolerance of the student agenda. The smog has
tarred the image of the student population and
it has blinded students from thinking rationally
about the best course of action.
Action that fosters harmony and
encourages results is that which has been
planned meticulously, and we must learn from
the mistakes made during the previous march.
Rather than protesting in this manner, shouldn’t
we be lobbying our local MPs? Shouldn’t we be
holding our representatives directly to account,
rather than heckling an institution that will only
respond with criticism or worse; silence?
Let’s not allow the illusion to survive that students are just a mob of rebels without a cause,
let’s impress upon the public that we are an
organised collective of informed individuals who
are already on the agenda, not only seeking to be.
March if you will, but do not only protest
on the streets of London. It starts locally for
students. Engage with the student’s unions, join
a political party, vote in elections and let your
representatives know why they do or do not have
your vote.
Students have to learn the game of politics,
because in a short time, we will be leading it. We
are the agenda.

Words: John Gusman
Communication &
Media
@johndavidgusman
Illustration:
Nathan Hackett
AUCB Illustration
Graduate

“

Students have to
learn the game of
politics, because
in a short time,
we will be
leading it. we are
the agenda

”

Something

to say?

Get your opinions
published by
sending your
thoughts to
apply@
nervemedia.org.uk
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PHOTO OF THE MONTH

SEND YOUR PHOTOS TO
photo@nervemedia.org.uk
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THE CANADIAN SIDE:
NIAGRA FALLS
By Rachael Sanders

"This is one of the three waterfalls
that make up the popular tourist
destination of Niagara Falls. They
sit across the international border
of Ontario, Canada and New York,
North America. This was taken
from the Canadian side which I
think is far more stunning than
the American side and I liked how
I needed my passport to cross the
border to photograph them."
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SUMMER BALL
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SUMMER BALL REVIEW

T

here’s only one day a year where you can
spot Kate Middleton, the Teletubbies and
Ronald McDonald all at the same venue. Of
course it was at Bournemouth University’s biggest sell-out event of the year, the Summer Ball.
For those who don’t know this isn’t any standard sort of ‘ball’. In fact the term should be used
in the loosest sense as this is more of a festival
– you wouldn’t be seen dead in a gown or a tux
unless you were coming as the cast of Strictly
Come Dancing.
Every year the costumes seem to get better and better and this year was no exception.
Thousands of colourful, unusual and even some
borderline offensive outfits could be seen
donning the streets of Bournemouth as the students made their way to the Old Fire Station to

catch the free bus ride to the venue.
The event itself is like stepping into the
closing scene from Grease, minus the ‘You’re The
One That I Want’ and add a few more duplicate
groups of T-Birds and Pink Ladies. There’s fun
fair rides for the brave ones, plenty of international cuisine for the peckish and there is, of
course, the main event...the music.
A variety of circus tents around the field offer
something for absolutely everyone, so whether
you like to get down and dirty to hip hop, or you
prefer moshing to something from our friends
at Milk, there’s definitely something to keep you
dancing ‘til your costume tears.
Next year the Summer Ball celebrates its 10th
anniversary so it’s damn sure to be a good
one – make sure you don’t miss out!

INDIE ROCKS TENT: DOG IS DEAD

INDIE ROCKS TENT
WAYF TENT: TODDLA T
Over in the We Are
Your Friends dance
tent was Radio 1 DJ
Toddla T (right), who
was back after headlining last year’s Block
Party in Bournemouth.
It was not only his set,
but also the lights
and the atmosphere
meant that the dance
tent just felt totally
electric. Anyone who
walked in there was
sure to walk out
buzzing.
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In the Indie Rocks tent were up
and coming and hotly tipped
for 2012 band Dog is Dead (left).
They caused waves when they
performed on the BBC Introducing Stage at Glastonbury last
year and had an even better
reaction here at the Summer
Ball. The indie crowd were consumed by the Nottingham five
piece, which recently finished
touring with Bombay Bicycle
Club, and it was clear everyone
felt captured by their presence.
Their latest single Two Devils
seemed to be the biggest crowd
pleaser and these guys are
definitely ones to watch.

BIGGEST PARTY OF THE YEAR
URBAN TENT: DOT ROTTEN & NETSKY
Charging into the Urban
Tent meanwhile were the
likes of Netsky (bottom
right), bringing with him
those classic drum and
bass beats all the way
from Belgium to get the
urban crowd
pumping all ready for
headline act Dot Rotten
(right) (which stands for
Dirty on Tracks). The grime
artist has been pretty underground until recently
when his single Overload
was awarded hottest
record status by Radio
1 DJ Zane Lowe. What’s
captivating about Dot is
the fact that he’s a great
rapper as well as a sick
lyricist.

MAIN STAGE: FEEDER
Headlining the whole event,
and completely stealing the
show, was internationally
famous band Feeder (right).
Fifteen years and seven albums later these boys had all
the industry experience to get
a crowd moving with absolute
indie classics like ‘Feeling a
Moment’, ‘Just The Way I’m Feeling’ and the house came down
when they played ‘Buck Rogers’
(that’s the ‘CD player, player,
player’ one for those less familiar with Feeder). This band
did not disappoint and left the
Bournemouth students reeling
and begging for more.

PHOTOS BY
JAMES BRIDLE
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SUMMER BALL REVIEW

“What The Hell Was I Wearing?”

ALBUM
COVER
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BIGGEST PARTY OF THE YEAR
3/4 of
YOUR
SUBU
REPS

GREAT
EFFORT

PHOTOS BY

Words Gemma Mullin Design Toby Gray
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R E V I E W E D
The XX

Coexist
10/9/12, By Toby Gray

Credit: Dusty Knapp

Sparse guitars, atmospheric percussion and tender
vocal interplay that reverberate all the dynamic
intimacies of the human relationship. What we needed
from The XX’s follow up to their self titled debut album
was a true consolidation of this sound, and we weren’t
disappointed. But Coexist is deeper than that. The result
is an album that reeks of sophistication, from a band
rightfully thriving with confidence.
Structurally, it’s phenomenal. Never is an instrument
layered in for kicks, choosing rather to accentuate their
reservation through their minimal sound. It is unlikely
however, that Coexist will strike the same commercial
success as the first record. It shares a stronger bond to
the underground world than it does to mainstream pop,
but that is by no means a bad thing. It relies less on the
accessible, yet occasionally erratic, energy of The XX and
instead forms a more sensuous, and ultimately more
satisfying experience built around the brilliant
simplicity of their now fully formed style.

Credit: Sam Seager

Toddla T

Spector

‘Watch Me Dance’, the second album from northern lad
Thomas Mackenzie Bell a.k.a Toddla T has been reworked
and agitated by Ross Orton & DJ Pipes, a year after the
album’s original release. Orton & Pipes have
successfully pulled off the hard task of remixing a
complete album and, by adding more of the same sound,
they have somehow created something original. This
album could stand alone. Don’t think of it as just another
collection of remixes.

After releasing two catchy, radio-friendly singles this
year, Spector had a lot to live up to when they released
their debut album Enjoy it While it Lasts. When hearing the
first 30 seconds of the album, I was preparing myself for
disappointment. It can’t possibly be full of whiny, halfdecent tracks after releasing belters like Chevy Thunder
and Celestine?

Watch Me Dance: Agitated by Ross
Orton & Pipes, 13/8/12, By Mim Pippard

Orton & Pipes have reworked the catchy summer tune
‘Take It Back’ into a beat-filled deep house track. With
vocals from Shola Ama, the song already contained
strong soul and UK garage vibes. The agitated version
strips the song back to just beats and vocals,
transforming it into a completely different song.
This is an excellent take on an already well-produced
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Enjoy it While it Lasts
13/8/12, By Joshua Iredale

But wait! There’s a surprise twist in the first track, and
the drums kick in, this is more like it! Suddenly, it’s the
Spector I was hoping for, and it only gets better. The
distinctive vocals from Frederick Macpherson combined
with synth aplenty on tracks such as What You Wanted, is
pop-indie at it’s best. Mixed with some guitar and strong
drum beats, the clashes of music just work. If you haven’t
experienced Spector yet, go straight for this album- you
won’t regret it.
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Bloc Party

The Vaccines

After 2 years apart, Bloc Party are back, and despite the
lack of a marginally exciting title, their long-awaited latest album ‘Four’ proves to be, well, marginally exciting.
Coliseum has a hint of Cage the Elephant about it with its
country tinged guitar, whilst V.A.L.I.S drifts off down the
pop route, sounding more like something The Feeling
would release.

Before their debut album, The Vaccines were
unrealistically hailed as the saviours of guitar music.
A year on, and the West London boys have established
themselves as at least a household name, if not the
founders of a revolution.

Four
20/8/12, By Laura Eley

Don’t get me wrong it’s not a bad album. Day Four is possibly the album highlight, with its mesmerising keyboards
and Okereke’s tenderly sung harmonies. Not as fresh and
emotionally connected as previous album Silent Alarm,
a lot better than 2008’s Intimacy but, taken on its own,
there’s at least one track on here that everyone will like. In
a nutshell it’s worth a listen or two, but no more than that.

Come of Age
03/9/12, By James Hibberd

With a title like Come of Age, you’d be surprised not to see
some kind of musical progression, and the band do not
disappoint. Singles No Hope and Teenage Icon are as simple
and catchy as you’d expect, drawing on Bob Dylan and the
Beach Boys to create irresistible, if superficial, indie-pop.
Yet it’s moments like the almost Radiohead-like echoing
guitars and crooning of Weirdo, and the slow-burning ballad Lonely World that make this a refreshing evolution of
The Vaccines’ undoubted ability.

Credit: MarvelousRoland (Flikr)/Marvel

The Amazing Spider-Man

Tony Hawk’s HD

Xbox 360, PS3, PC, Nintendo, iOS & Android
10/8/12 (PC), By Ben Tyrer

Xbox 360, PS3 and PC
28/8/12 (PS3), By Ben Tyrer

Following on from this summer’s above average cinematic reboot of Spiderman, the wall crawler returns to the
open world game play that marked his earlier summer
movie tie-ins with mixed results.
While the animations and sensation of zipping over
Manhattan are absolutely thrilling, the game can’t
sustain that excitement for long, thanks to a pointless
story that neither advances the storyline or offers a new
take on the characters. Add on a combat system that is
incredibly similar to Arkham City, but isn’t as sharp as
that benchmark for comic games, and there’s little the
game does to distinguish itself from the raft of other
disappointing tie-ins this summer.

Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 1 and 2 can induce waves of
pleasure over gamers of a certain age – myself included and the chance to capitalize on their nostalgia seems to
be the main reason behind this infuriatingly shallow HD
remake.
The controls and level designs haven’t changed from
those original games, but that’s the only positive that
can be taken from the single player modes. The graphics
are underwhelming, considering it’s been developed from
the ground up as a new game, and despite the fact that
previous soundtracks are worshipped by most gamers,
the soundtrack offers a few classics but then pads it out
with songs that are as exhilarating as a damp Sunday
afternoon.
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OBSESSED WITH

TWITTER

So you can
have a life,
our trusty
bird roams
Twitter each
month to
bring you his
pick of the
action.

Just saw Spiderman. Every scene was
so realistic and lifelike, except when
the high-school student used Bing as his
search engine.
@Bgrueskin
Pah, product placement need to get with
times, it’s all about AskJeeves these days.
With so many Africans in Greece..At
least the mosquitoes of West Nile will
eat homemade food!

Arsenal fans get over it, I left I
won #ihaveastaronmyshirtnow
@papaxristoutj
@TheRealAC3
The tweet that ended an Olympic dream. The
Ashley Cole uses some playground
Greek triple jumper was immediately and
‘oneupmanship’ to explain his
rightfully sent home after the callous racist
new wardrobe and silence some
remark caused outrage.
haters.
You let your dad down i
I wouldn’t do well in war
hope you know that.
because the bravest thing I’ve
@Rileyy_69
ever done was post an
A simple retweet from nation’s
Instagram photo with no filter.
sweetheart Tom Daley and this
@DamienFahey
foul internet troll was exposed
Bravery comes in many forms.
and Twitter united to ostracize
him to a grovelling mess. Bravo.

BRITISH PRIDE

We just witnessed the greatest
Olympics in recent history, and for the
1st time athletes and fans shared one
space to bask in its glory - Twitter.
What a day! Can’t
do it justice in 140
characters how it
felt to win in front of
the home crowd. A
day I’ll remember
for the rest of my
life.

@chrishoy
Chris Hoy reacts to
winning his 6th Gold
and becoming the
most succesful
Olympian Britain has
ever seen.
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Dear @J_Ennis
@GregJRutherford
@Mo_Farah. Thank
you all for your
discipline,
commitment and
sacrifice. You are
the very best of
us.

@RufusHound
A sentiment that
reverberated around
Britain during the
Games.

#Aurora is
trending, clearly
about our Kim K
inspired #Aurora
dress ;)
@celebboutique
When the tragic ‘Batman shooting’ started
trending worldwide,
this company used
the opportunity to
shockingly plug their
namesake product.

Well what a day, blind drunk at the minute and
overwhelmed with all the messages, Thank You
everyone it’s been emotional X

@Bradwiggins

A deservedly inebriated Bradley Wiggins thanks his
fans after winning a record 7th Olympic medal.
Thank you to
everyone who made
it possible for me to
win my 4 races here
in London 2012. It
has been amazing
and the crowds just
incredible!

That was amazing 10k
race...!!! WOW...!!!
@Mo_Farah
What more can you say?

@MrsSarahStorey
A groundbreaking
Paralympics encapsulated by the 11 gold
medalist cycler.

KEEP UP

FOLLOW US
@NERVEMAGAZINE

YOUNG GUNS
W

With their fiery debut album achieving critical
acclaim, and nominations for Best Album and
Best Single in this year’s Kerrang! Awards, 2012
hasn’t been a bad year for Young Guns.

e always try and get the crowd
moving be it just singing along
or jumping up and down or
whatever" answers Gustav. "I think it’s
really important for live music to be live that’s really the great part about it. People
don’t come to see a CD being replicated
perfectly, they want the experience and
the atmosphere and I guess that’s what
we always try to do."
So with Boardmasters being a surf
skate music festival, are any of the band
members interested in dipping their toes
into the Cornish waters?
"We just did some surfing today as we
arrived here, but we had to do it for press.
So basically it was a very easy hour of falling over," informed Ben. With the general
consensus of their surfing skills not being
up to par, fortunately the boys always have
their musical talent to fall back on.
After performing at the festival before,
this year Young Guns have taken a big
step up to headline the Relentless stage.
It seems the band are getting bigger fast
and widening their ever-growing fan base
by touring with Coca-Cola for the Olympic
torch relay.
"It was a great few days really, to be
there while all
the torches were
coming, but also
a weird experience," reminisced Simon.
"There was this
sense of community and it was
really good
fun

Words
Charlotte Gay
Design
Toby Gray

playing to a lot of people who probably
haven’t heard of us."
"We were playing to 4-year-olds [up]
to like 85-year-olds. It was literally old
men and women at the front," Gustav
remembers some of the Olympic relay
performances. With supporting the likes
of Bon Jovi, it’s hardly surprising the band
has come across an older generation of
fans. "It is great to get out and experience

just signed an
“We’ve
American record deal,
so it’s a good time for
US right now

”

different types of crowds and communicate with different people. It’s very easy to
go play a rock show to kids who like rock
music who are going to jump up and down
and gunna go off. It’s nice to challenge
yourself," says Gustav.
However it
would seem
that the
Young
Guns

ENTS

Ahead of their set at
Boardmasters, Charlotte
Gay asked what fans could
expect of their performance

have their hearts set on the bigger more
eclectic things – namely America. As if
they’ve not travelled enough this year with
visits to China, Japan and Australia, "We
just signed an American record deal so
we’ll be going over there for a month and
a bit next month so it’s a good time for us
right now," beams Gustav.
With the same label as Evanescence
and soon to be touring with Seether, the
band are confident of the label they’ve got
backing them. "It’s also a good opportunity too because we’re not just doing the
East and West Coast, we’re going down to
Florida, Georgia, Atlanta – so we’re going
into America as well. But I’m just excited
for hitting up all the fast food joints," grins
Simon.
The Young Guns are not shy at a video
diary or two, either, "Fraser does a lot of
the filming when we’re on the road. We do
travel quite a lot and so we’re documenting everything along the way and it’s great
for us to know that we’ve got something
to look back on," says Simon. "Also when
you’re not touring [at all] or not touring
that country then the fans can still feel
connected by looking at all our blogs and
stuff."
Fortunately for us we won’t
be staring longingly at
their vlogs for too
long as they are
returning to UK
shores in for their
tour in October
- just don’t judge
them if they’ve
put on a
pound or
two.
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FESTIVALS!
(BUT ON THE CHEAP...)

Autumn is here, which marks the end of the
festival season for another year. Many people
would have visited the major festivals, but with
festivals costing more and more every year,
there must be a cheaper way to live the festival
experience?

Nerve’s entertainment team has been out in
force this summer to bring you the reviews on
those ‘other’ festivals that may save you a bit
of money!

Credit: Sam Neil

BOARDMASTERS

Charlotte Gay

Those who took advantage of the festival’s helicopter rides must
have had a blissful view of the sun beaming down on the tops of
Newquay’s Watergate Bay – the musical home of Boardmasters
2012.
With the festival back for its 31st annual music, surf and skate
festival, the main stage saw the likes of Maximo Park, Delilah,
and Maverick Sabre, and the real hero of Friday night had to
be the fabulous Ed Sheeran. Holding the stage for an almighty
two hour set, the young singer-songwriter easily enraptured the
throngs of Boardmasters fans with his voice. However, if it was
a night of dancing you were after, Saturday night main stage
headliner Dizzee Rascal blew everyone else out of the water.
The overall vibe of Boardmasters is clear; they’re ever growing in
popularity and able to bring in great acts, yet their Cornish roots
will always keep their heads above the tide of commercialism.
Aside from the obvious sponsorships, the festival was kept clear
of big names squashing out any local businesses.

Value for Money: 4/5
Line-Up: 3.5/5
Overall: 4/5

CAMP BESTIVAL
Laura Eley

Organised by Radio 1 DJ Rob Da Bank, Camp
Bestival is well and truly the parent/child FestiHoliday of the year.
To please this crowd - as you can imagine- the
music and entertainment is a far cry from the
likes of Reading, Leeds and Latitude, with acts
like Dick and Dom making an appearance for the
kids.
For everyone else, you had the main stage
acts; Rizzle Kicks proving the favourite with
raucous cheers from young and old alike, whilst
Friday headliners Hot Chip went down a storm
performing tracks from their recently released
album In Our Heads.
The Happy Mondays and Kool and the Gang
also proved real crowd pleasers, taking parents
back to their teenage days and provoking some
seriously bad dad dancing.
The décor is quite spectacular in the glistening
sunshine with streams of bunting, confetti being
shot out of giant cannons. Sunday night was
topped off with an amazing light projection onto
the castle followed by an epic firework display.
A lovely family festival; it’s safe, fun and the
campsites are quiet. Summed up in one word?
Delightful.

Value for Money: 2.5/5
Line-Up: 4/5
Overall: 4/5

4,500

Capacity of Two Thousand Trees 2012
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TWO THOUSAND TREES
Laura Eley

Now in its sixth year, Two Thousand Trees has
become well known, not only by locals, but
festival fans from all over the country, for its
eclectic range of musical acts.
The weekend kicked off on Thursday with
relentless torrential rain, which quickly turned
the site into a mud bath – quite literally. Despite
this downpour, everybody seemed to be having
the time of their lives, helped by the fact that two
of the stages were under cover.
There’s definitely something for everyone, from
folk fans to hardcore head bangers. Acts such as
indie/ folk/ rock band Tall Ships grace ‘The Cave
Stage’, followed by an outstanding performance
from pop-rock four-piece Tellison, as well
as stunning melodies and incredible vocal
harmonies from Dry The River on Friday.
All in all a fantastic weekend filled with likeminded excitable muddy people, ice cream, cider
and incredibly talented bands in a field. What
more could you want?

Value for Money: 3/5
Line-Up: 4.5/5
Overall: 4.5/5

£52.63

Cheapest weekend ticket- Barn on the
Farm 2012

BEACH BREAK LIVE

Toby Gray

A four day festival without
having to break the bank,
strain the wallet, pinch the
pennies, burn a hole in the
pocket or any other financially
fitting idiom? Yes please. The
opportunity of a decent sized
festival amongst 20,000 fellow
students, a solid line up and
a bargain £100 ticket was just
too good to pass up.
It didn’t start too brightly
though. Two nights of
horrendous weather left you
wondering if you’d ever see
the sweet serenity of sunlight
again, forcing a few friends to
ask, ‘is it wrong to drive home
already?’
Headliners Chase and Status,
Dizzee Rascal and Friendly
Fires all played blinding sets
on the main stage, with Netsky,
Nero and Benga smashing it in
the dance tents. The stand out
act though, on a ‘THANK GOD
I’M NOT DRIPPING WET’ Sunday
evening, was British music’s
new sweetheart - Ben Howard.
Drawing arguably the biggest
crowd, each song was bellowed
back at him, serving up a
perfect setting to the newly
reborn sunlight and leaving
you suitably tingly.
Cheap, but not just cheerful,
Beach Break really is the
ideal student festival.

Value for Money: 5/5
Line-Up: 3/5
Overall: 3/5

12,000ml
The amount of beer/cider (in
500ml cans) you can take to
Beach Break Live 2012. You can
double it if you’re brave.

BARN ON THE FARM
Laura Eley

I turned up on a rainy
Thursday morning and didn’t
know what to expect from
this tiny two-staged festival,
which has seen acts such as
Ben Howard and Ed Sheeran
in their early days.
The weekend was kicked
off with up and coming
folk songstress Lucy Rose,
and ridiculously catchy
alternative boys Bastille
gracing the main stage.
This was after an acoustic
evening on Friday, featuring
talented band Jasper. All the
way from Germany, Boy won
the hearts of festival-goers
on the Sunday with their
beautifully melodic folk-pop.
With the capacity for only
600 people, it creates
an intimate and friendly
atmosphere among
bands and campers alike.
Everyone here is ridiculously
friendly, the music is the
best of British folk and
alternative, its cheap, it’s not
commercial and they sell
Stowford press cider.
Keep the first weekend of
July free because this will
blow your minds, trust me.

Value for Money: 5/5
Line-Up: 4/5
Overall: 5/5

Design Joshua Iredale
Background Credit C. Ford
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FEATURE

CAREER CONTROL

Illustrating Innovation
Created by 2 ex-BU students, the VIA app recently
launched in the app store, showing that creativity
truly is the key way to kickstart your career.
John Gusman talks to the pair

“

is the product of Olly’s drive to make it
on his own. "I have always been quite
entrepreneurial and determined to do my
own thing one day," says Olly, who whilst
working in London following graduation
from BU, decided to start running home
from work, rather than catching the tube.
Unable to find an app that would offer
navigation and running tools, he set
about creating one with his friend and
business partner Tom.
Both Tom and Olly agree that their
time at Bournemouth University has
greatly affected the development of VIA.
"For me, Interactive
Media Production gave me the
technical knowhow behind the
creative process
and the delivery of
an idea" notes Tom.
Olly emphasises
the importance of his placement year; "it
made it clear what I don’t want to do for
a career. I want
to go down
my own path,
which I am
starting to do
now."
Commenting on
Bournemouth
University, they
agree that the
facilities are
second to none
and arguably amongst
the best in
the world, let
alone the UK.
"Until you start
working, you
do not realise
how valuable
the education

Until you start working,
you don’t realise how
valuable the education
you’ve received is

www.viaapp.co.uk
@theviaapp
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you have received is. It is the old cliché,
but the more you put in, the more you
get out."
Tom argues that it is the knowledge he
received from tutors who have gone the
‘extra mile’ that has enabled him to succeed. This, coupled with the invaluable
experience of managing a project and
overcoming the many challenges thrown
at them, is set to enable both Olly and
Tom to work creatively and ultimately for
themselves.
Before even being released, VIA was a
finalist in Appsfire App Star Awards 2012
and a finalist in Thinking Digital’s 2012
Tech Startup competition. It has recently
undergone the approval process with Apple and is now available on iOS devices.
As for Tom and Olly, they are going from
strength to strength. Together, they’re
working on a betting website which could
potentially change the gambling market
and still proving that creativity is indeed,
the key to innovation and ultimately,
creativity is a sure route to employment.

Bournemouth graduates Tom (left) and Olly (right) claim university
was key to their entrepreneurial journey.

Words John Gusman Design Toby Gray
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t is said that creativity is the key to
innovation. Today, it is innovation that
propels graduates towards success,
as students have to become increasingly more creative to make a living after
university.
In a job market that is both highly
competitive and sluggish in movement, it can be difficult for graduates
to stand out as valuable candidates, as
2:1s become almost a ticket pass for the
pursuit of employment. But while the
Office for National Statistics reports that
18.9% of graduates are unemployed and
a further 36% are
in low skilled work,
some graduates are
proving that innovation is indeed the
answer to tackling
the Goliath that is
the employment
crisis.
Bournemouth University Marketing
graduate Oliver Joshi and Interactive
Media Production graduate Tom Gooday
are embarking on an entrepreneurial
journey to be their own bosses and offer
the market a product that combines
logic and creativity: the VIA app.
The ingenious mobile application is a
running navigation tool that provides the
user with step-by-step audio directions,
alongside the traditional training feedback statistics: calories, average pace,
time and distance travelled. Additionally,
the app can be programmed by users to
navigate routes via specific locations.
Olly describes VIA as a "precursor to your
journey, rather than working retrospectively like current apps on the market".
VIA is more than just a running app,
it can be used for cyclists, motorcyclists
and walkers, even if the goal is not to
exercise. It is useful for tourists planning
walks and exploring routes of a specific
distance.
This fantastically multifaceted app
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So you’re a Fresher and
can’t decide what to do
tonight?

Never fear, our handy
guide will ensure you
never struggle again.
Think of us as your guru.

Did you go out last night?

START

NO

Do you need time to
recover?

YES

You can’t decide your plans without a
weather check. Is there:

YES
LAVA

ACID
RAIN

Is there a tsunami, hurricane,
or earthquake outside?

NO

YES

Quite night in or a
casual drink?

SLEEP

DRINK

Zombies?
Watch Bambi
before bed?

NO

YES

5 drinks down,
what next?

10
MORE

Dinosaurs?

YES
YES

NO

MAYHEM

NO

NO

INCONVENIENT TRUTH

ACID, AS IF!

BYE BYE BAMBI!

GONE WITH THE WIND!

So it looks like you’ve
stumbled upon the
apocalypse and you won’t
be able to go out (sigh). In
the meantime, relax indoors,
catch up on Jeremy Kyle and
wait for this whole thing to
blow over. There’s always
tomorrow!

A little rain and a few
zombies never hurt
anybody, so don your
protective wellies, scrub up
and head on out. Not that
global warming ever stopped
a Fresher before, just be
wary of icebergs, they can be
a real buzz kill.

Unfortunately for you, it
doesn’t matter either way,
because before you can slip
away into a peaceful doze
your housemates ransack
your room and parade you
out with them, silk PJ’s and
all. It’s the Fresher way, Livin
La Vida Loca!

And away you go! Go wild,
Fresher’s only happens
once, you’ve not a care in the
world and a belly full of fire
to show for it. Make sure to
check back in the morning
though, that last tequila may
well have changed your path.
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Not content with just causing
Earthquakes, Labrinth is
hell - bent on world
domination.
Toby Gray asks
what he plans to
do with all that
power

F

or a man with the world at his fingertips, the
question of his dream collaboration tells you
all you need to know about Labrinth’s attitude
towards music. "My dream would be to work with my
family. All of them are musicians so I want to work
with them one day and make an album with all 9 of
my brothers and sisters." Naturally the topic of the
band name came up and Labrinth, real name Timothy
McKenzie, aged 23 instantly replied, "When we were
younger we were called Mac 9."

It’s clear it’s all about the music for Labrinth, and it
always has been. Growing up in Hackney, East
London alongside an incredibly musical family, he
started producing at just 15, spending months at a
time in the studio introducing himself to the art of
production. "I just wanted to make music. I’ve always
been like that and I don’t care where I go or how much
success I have, if I don’t make music it literally kills
me. I feel like I’m gonna die."
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Labrinth signed for Simon Cowell’s label
Syco in 2010 after the initial invite as a
producer expanded into a full record offer,
despite McKenzie already in the midst
of signing with Universal Island Records.
"They said ‘well you’re not signed yet, so
what’s going on?’ so we decided to let them
put a bid in. For me personally I felt, ‘why
not go with Syco because you’ll be the only
urban act in there. Not just urban, you’ll be
the only fully musical person in that label. "
For Labrinth then, it’s less about the profile of the label and more about the treatment he receives for
being such a unique
import. "I’d rather
be in a place where
they’re gonna give
me special attention,
than be in the same
place as everybody
else where they just
have black/urban artists getting signed."
This decision to turn down an offer from
Universal Island came to a shock to a lot of
people around Labrinth, as they lay claim
to some of the most successful urban acts
on the circuit today. According to McKenzie, "it was definitely the oddest place to
go because all the people round me at the
time were saying; ‘are you serious? Does
this make sense?’"
But the choice has definitely paid off
and Labrinth describes his progress as
"healthy", with four top five records and
debut album Electronic Earth peaking at
number two in the first week. The difference that separates him apart from the
crowd however, and what attracted Cowell
to him is that in his own words; he’s a "one
stop shop".
"I think he had an urge to sign artists
that had their own vision on where they
wanted to go and
what they wanted to
do. When he saw the
way I was thinking, he
was like "okay, I believe in that." It wasn’t
about being cradled
by Cowell, but using
his platform to drive
his own success. Labrinth claims that when
he signed the deal, "I was in control of my
career and I still am."
His ambition is strong enough for anyone
to see, confident in his own ability to be
successful, as he explains "I’ve always had
massive plans for myself", so much so

I’m not thinking about
the success I’ve had,
I’m thinking about the
success I want to have

”

“

If I don’t make music
it literally kills me. I
feel like I’m gonna die

”
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that he never worries about the impact of
Cowell’s plans will have on his career. Yet
the expectations of Labrinth from what he’s
already achieved to the exclusivity of his
record deal are unavoidable. But as a man
with a clear vision, he maintains he feels
no pressure at Syco because he’s the type
of person that is never happy.
"People are like ‘you’re smashing it
around the world’ and I’m like ‘I don’t care’.
I haven’t made what I want to make yet and
that’s the kind of artist I am," he explains.
"I’m not thinking about the success I’ve
had, I’m thinking about the success I want
to have." But as a man always pushing for
higher, Labrinth admits "I feel like I’m my
own worst enemy sometimes in terms how
I move forward. I won’t lie that I appreciate
what I’ve done so far and I’m not overlooking that, but at the same time I know where
my ambitions lie."
Despite being part of Syco, Labrinth is
far from a talent show signing and doesn’t
expect people to see him as such. Ironically, he even mentions in single ‘Express
Yourself’ - ‘I don’t make the papers, I’m far
from JLS // Ain’t got the X-factor, I’m not
what they expect’ despite writing it before
he was even signed. "It’s so weird that it’s
in there and I ended up signing with them!
When I listened to it again there was the
irony that I’m not supposed to be part of
the X Factor. I don’t have what the X Factor
usually wants."
The stereotype of a Cowell signing is not
something he’s concerned with though and
isn’t choosing to distance himself from it,
because he believes his diversity is his biggest asset. "I’m a bit of a weird one to a lot
of people because I can change my hat very
quickly. One day I’ll be a squeaky clean pop
artist and then the next day I’ll be the sickest underground artist making crazy club
tunes. He adds that, "people don’t really
know where to put me most of the time and
I think that confuses people. It works with
the name though, Labrinth!"
His confidence may be taken as arrogance, but as a man who has written, produced and performed practically an entire
hit album himself, he may be afforded a pat
on the back. But he admits the decision
to create the whole record isn’t going to be
the way forward in the future. "Sometimes
you can learn fresh things from new people
and I don’t always believe on doing it all on
my own. But I felt the first one I should at
least do."

“

One day I’ll
be a squeaky
clean pop
artist and
then the
next day I’ll
be the
Sickest
undeRground
artist
making
crazy club
tunes

And the
album is
a diverse
record at that,
showing the
different sides
to Labrinth’s
style, which
he describes
as "a healthy
intro to people
understanding
what I’m about,
what I’ve learnt and
who I was." Yet for
all the alternative
faces of Labrinth, his
party records still
dominate and for
him, it’s all about
having fun. "I didn’t
want to be too
serious because
that wasn’t how I
was feeling at the
time. I don’t find
it hard to make
a well written,
well constructed
melody and that side of it for me is actually easier than making a party song." He
insists however, "I’m not gonna be one of
those artists that make the same record
all the time, because I’m about music so
hopefully they get that message."
With 2012 already a massive year for
Labrinth, his plans remain solely to keep
making music. "I’m gonna put more
stuff out there, make more club bangers,
make more beautiful, well written songs
and get more strings going. I just want to
keep putting myself out there and hopefully people will respect and enjoy that."
Plans to hit America are building up as
well. "It’s been quite hot over there. We’re
being used as one of the songs for WWE,
Earthquake’s getting a bit of noise out there
and we got Busta Rhymes on the version
we’re releasing. I’m going there to put
the face to the song really." A
household name already, and
Labrinth isn’t finished yet, not by
a long shot. With the amount of
Earthquakes he’s got planned,
that bomb shelter you’ve been
mulling over may not be such a
bad investment after all.
Labrinth plays O2 Bournemouth on 18 October.

”

No Tempah
Nerve You or Tinie
Tempah, who’s got more
style?
L (Laughs) That’s funny!
Well I think I’ve been in
GQ more times than him
so I win.
Nerve Do you think
he’ll be too happy about
that?
L Nah Tinie will be
like "I don’t care man"
because he’s gonna be
like "well that means I’m
not much of ladies man,
that’s what he’s gonna
say to me!"
Design Toby Gray
Thanks to SQ
Magazine for
permitting the
publication of
this article.

Lab’s Acts to watch
Kyra - "She’s under the management of Wretch 32’s management
and she’s got an amazing voice."
Emergency Room - "I actually
have these 2 guys on my label and
they’ve got some really crazy, fresh
records that they’re putting out
really soon so I can’t wait for them
to come out."
Lady Leshurr - "She’s a badgirl! She
was in the studio with one of my
boys the other day and she’s got
some insane verses, her flow
is insane."
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A NEW YEAR can only mean one thing.
The return of the best damn indie night
that ever did live. About time we say

PLAYLIST
Talk Through The Night
Dog is Dead
Breezeblocks
Alt-J
Lightning Bolt
Jake Bugg
No Hope
The Vaccines
Sleep Alone
Two Door Cinema Club
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WIN!

WINNER WINNER BEEF DINNER

Design Toby Gray

Every week, Milk
offers free entry and
prizes for the most
talented,
funniest and
downright wackiest
responses to the
brief. This cow got
free entry for the rest
of 2012 for their
psychedelic return of
the cow to
Bournemouth.
Trippy.

1st person to spot
themselves on this page
and tweet or Facebook
comment us "I saw myself
@MilkBournemouth in
@NerveMagazine
#Iwantfreemilk" will win a
free t-shirt and free
entry! The next 2
will also win
free entry!
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A

n Olympics that surpassed all expectations
and a British sporting
summer spectacular that
thrived after being thrust into
the limelight.
Under the glaring gaze of a
worldwide audience, British
sportsmen and women embraced the feel-good sporting
fever that encapsulated the
country, providing us with one
of the greatest summers in our
sporting history.
But typically, as we entered
the summer, British pessimism
brainwashed the public as we
entered what was one of the
country’s biggest sporting
summers in modern times.
Surprisingly, it was the team
that many expected to be the
scapegoats of the summer
which actually began to reverse
some of the public’s confidence.
As our footballers headed
out to Poland and Ukraine for
Euro 2012, England fans had
more than enough reasons to
lack confidence heading into
the tournament. If it wasn’t a
tough enough ask to get out
of a group that contained a
resurgent French side, England
were missing their talisman
Wayne Rooney for their opening
two games and were being
spearheaded by a manager that
had only been at the helm for
just over a month.
However, a spirited draw
against Laurent Blanc’s side
was backed up by victories
against Sweden and Ukraine
which saw the Three Lions
top their group and qualify
comfortably for the quarter
finals. Although yet another
penalty shootout defeat – this
time at the hands of Italy –
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meant England’s stint in the
competition was once again
short-lived, there were definite
signs of improvement that bode
well for the future.
A young English side that
was missing the likes of Frank
Lampard, Gareth Barry and Gary
Cahill exhibited a much more
resilient and fervent brand of
football than was present under
Fabio Capello; especially in the
games against Sweden and
France. And younger members
of the squad including Joe
Hart, Danny Welbeck and Alex
Oxlade-Chamberlain didn’t look
out of place on Europe’s biggest
stage.
With many supporters
entering the tournament
believing that England’s ‘golden
era’ squad is nearing its sellby date, it seems as if a new
exciting crop of British talent
is on the horizon for future
competitions.
When Spain were eventually
crowned European Champions
for the second successive
tournament, British sports fans
were left scratching their heads
as to what they were going to
do until the Olympics kicked
off on July 27th – cue Bradley
Wiggins. The Tour De France had
previously never really excited
the imaginations of the British
public, but a 32-year-old Mod
with a pair of iconic sideburns
was set to change all that.
In what is widely regarded
as one of the most physicallydemanding sporting events on
the planet – whereby cyclists
have to endure over 2000 miles
of road racing – Wiggo swept
aside the field to become
Britain’s first ever Tour winner.
British success did not stop

SPORT

there as Chris Froome finished
in second position and the Tour
also included three stage wins
for Team Sky’s Mark Cavendish,
meaning it was an event almost
completely dominated by Team
GB’s cycling dream team.
Indeed it would be the
nation’s peddlers that would
once again dominate our medal
haul at the Olympics and
fittingly, it was Wiggins who set
Team GB’s wheels into motion.
As rowers Helen Glover and
Heather Stanning won Britain’s
first gold of the fortnight in the
women’s pair, attentions turned
swiftly to Wiggins to get the
gold rush truly going. Wiggo
empathetically obliged to the
nation’s wishes as he blitzed his
way to gold in the cycling time
trial. Wiggins’ success would
prove to be the first of eight gold
medals for Team GB’s cyclists,
including two for Sir Chris Hoy
which would see him overtake
Sir Steve Redgrave to become
Britain’s most successful
Olympian of all time.
After the first week, Team
GB had already collected an
impressive eight gold medals.
But it wasn’t until Saturday
8th that Britain’s medal haul
would really kick into gear. In
a day that was billed as ‘Super
Saturday’, Team GB lived up
to the name and grabbed an
incredible six gold medals,
including three in the Olympic
Stadium in what was probably
the most successful evening
of athletics in British history.
The games’ poster girl Jessica
Ennis smashed her way to gold
in the heptathlon - breaking the
British heptathlon record in the
process - before Greg Rutherford
and Mo Farah gave golden

performances in the long jump
and 10,000m.
Sunday also turned out to
be a day of huge significance
for British Olympians when
Ben Ainslie’s gold in the Finn
class made him the greatest
sailor in Olympic history. Andy
Murray would also take gold
in the men’s singles with a
straight sets victory over Roger
Federer at Wimbledon, a result
which would see the Scot make
amends for his final defeat to
Federer at the same stadium
just 28 days earlier.
Team GB’s boxers were
also on the rampage with
successes for bantamweight
Luke Campbell and superheavyweight Anthony Joshua,
whilst Nicola Adams’ gold would
make her the first ever Olympic
female boxing champion.
As the games entered their
twilight, there was still time
for Farah to grab another
remarkable gold in the 5,000m
at an electric Olympic Stadium.
That success would take Team
GB’s total gold medal haul to
an incredible 29, seeing them
crown their most successful
Olympics in over 100 years with
a third place finish in the medal
table.
And if that wasn’t enough
sporting success for the public
to savour, as the London 2012
closing ceremony drew to its
conclusion, Rory Mcllroy was
sinking his putt on the 18th at
the Ocean Course in Hawaii to
win the USPGA Championship,
the second major victory of his
career and a return to number
one in the world.
Well, I’ve had worse
summers that’s for sure.
Design Joe Tattersall
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PHOTO ESSAY

A LOOK INSIDE YOUR NEW...

sportBU

Photo: SportBU

I

mproving your average students health and fitness
while they are at University is tough at the best of
times, but uninspiring, tired and claustrophobic
facilities paired with the rise of the budget gym only
made it tougher. Now, with the facility enhancements
put into effect this summer at SportBU there is no
longer an excuse for students to not better
themselves physically alongside furthering their

NEW YEAR. NEW YOU
education. SportBU can now offer a state of the art
gym, a group fitness programme to rival all others
and a sports hall fit to house our stronger than ever
varsity teams.
The £1.4 million investment by Bournemouth University is a real statement of intent in terms of our
commitment to consistently improving the student
experience year on year.

Photo: Nerve
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The best interactive, networked CV equipment experience available

Words Ian Bell Design Toby Gray

A comprehensive range of fixed resistance
machines for those just starting out

Photo: Nerve

Photo: Nerve

Photo: Nerve

Market leading heavy duty free-weight and strength equipment

MEMBERSHIP

Annually: £175
Termly: £80

For more information, please
contact sportBU
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For a sport so dependent on the weather, it can
get a bit frustrating for the varsity cricket team
watching rain clouds gather in the distance.
Due to scheduling difficulties, the team only
plays five league matches a year - instead of
the standard 10 - all of them are played during
the hectic summer months of university exam
season. For team captain Alex Butler, however,
this is actually beneficial.
"We still train when the others are playing
(in the winter). It actually gives us a great
opportunity to improve as players and a team
having all winter to train. I don’t think not
playing at the same time as everyone else makes
a difference."
Despite the disruptive weather, Bournemouth
managed to play three out of five games, winning
all of them and finishing top of the Western 1A
league, but Alex admitted that the weather did
cause them some heartbreak.
"We did very well to get so much cricket in
considering some of the universities barely
managed to play one game. I think this was
largely thanks to the ground we play at being
the best in Dorset and it was always very quick
drying. Unfortunately, due to that fact, we could
not gain promotion despite winning our league,
as it was ruled unfair on teams who would be
relegated because they hadn’t played."
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The boys put the disappointment of missing
out on promotion behind them to go on a
magnificent cup run, reaching the final of the
Men’s Trophy - beating Bristol, Cardiff, Oxford
in a bowl off (the cricket equivalent of a penalty
shootout) and Cardiff Met on the way to the final.
This is astonishing given the fact that all of the
teams they beat are ahead of Bournemouth in
the league. Although they eventually succumbed
to Leeds Carnegie in the final, Butler wasn’t at all
surprised at the team’s success.
"We played very well through the rounds
and also had some luck on the way. We have a
very good group of cricketers so I don’t think it
was a surprise we got through to the final. Our
main reasons for success last year were a great
togetherness as a team and sharing each other’s
successes.
"Everyone contributed during the season and
there were some very good performances when it
really mattered."
With a new bunch of recruits on the way,
Bournemouth will be hoping to return to the
Premier South division where they belong - based
on their results in the cup competition and the
ease of which they won their league pyramid. The
team have a long wait - almost half a year to get
ready for the huge challenges that lie ahead. They
just have to hope the weather plays its part too.
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he provided his thoughts of the season ahead
Words Oscar Tollast

“E

xciting, interesting and very, very busy,"
the phrase used by AFC Bournemouth
manager Paul Groves to describe his first
three months in charge.
The 46-year-old is tasked with the challenge of
leading the Cherries away from third-tier football
this season, whilst playing attacking, attractive
football. That’s not too much to ask, I guess.
This does, however, represent Groves’ first
permanent managerial role since his days as a
player/manager at Grimsby between 2001 and
2004. A number of changes have also been made
with regards to the backroom staff, including
the employment of new first team coach Dennis
Rofe. New departments have also been set-up, as
Groves looks to take advantage of sport science
and performance analysis.
At the beginning of August, the club officially
opened their new training ground – a symbol
of the club’s progress off the field. These
improvements are "huge", according to Groves.
"Those day-to-day facilities we’re able to use,
the support staff, and the sport science and
analysis department are crucial to improving and
to be getting better on a daily and weekly basis."
Groves initially joined the club as youth
team manager in July 2011, teaming up with
Shaun Brooks – who is now assistant manager
- to continue a revamp of the club’s Centre of
Excellence. With eight games of the season
left, Groves and Brooks took temporary charge,
replacing the dismissed Lee Bradbury and guided
the Cherries to an 11th place finish.
Groves, who became permanent manager in
May, maintains he has a "very good" relationship
with the club’s chairman Eddie Mitchell. "The
chairman has been excellent in his support for
myself, Shaun, the club and the way in which
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we’ve operated on a daily and weekly basis"
AFC Bournemouth’s Russian co-owner Maxim
Demin has assisted in providing the monetary
resources the club needs to compete at a higher
level. New players have been brought in their
droves including strikers Lewis Grabban and
Frank Demouge and new captain Miles Addison,
who made his loan move from Championship
club Derby County permanent.
"We’ve made some good additions to the squad.
We’ve brought in good, strong characters. I feel
that we’ve brought in decent quality and we’ve
made additions that improve the squad, which is
what you’re always looking to do."
"We’ve added some good experience in different
areas. We’ve added players that have played
above the level. There are a lot of ingredients I feel
that have been added to the squad. It’s healthy
that you do get competition for places. That’s
always key."
The depth of the squad proved essential
for the start of this season’s campaign, as 14
players missed the opening League Cup fixture
against Oxford City through injury where the
Cherries were knocked out on penalties. It was a
"disappointing" aspect of an otherwise efficient
pre-season campaign, according to Groves.
"Overall, you take away the results, what
you were after and in regards to the players’
understanding of how we want to play. In the
main, that wasn’t too bad and also trying to get
the majority of players up to a level of fitness. To
a degree, that was achieved."
Whenever one visits Dean Court, it is hard not
to notice a giant cut out of legendary striker
Steve Fletcher’s face staring back at you from
the top of the North Stand. The stand was aptly
named after him in April 2010 in recognition of

his achievements with the club. But what part
does this cult-like figure have to play this season,
particularly when an array of new striking talent
has been brought in over the summer?
"Fletch will be a part of it. On occasions he
won’t be part of the squad because of the quality
that’s in front. He’s still a valuable member of
this football club. It’s not just what Steve Fletcher
contributes on the pitch, it’s also about what he
contributes off the pitch."
When asked what style of football fans can
expect to watch this season, Groves coyly
replied, "Well, if you’ve watched, then hopefully
you’ve seen the style of football that we’ll play."
Recognising there are fans that are still yet to
see his side play, Groves added, "We’ll play a
game where we’ll look to pass. It will be a little
more progressive and we’ll look to work the
opposition’s goalkeeper and back four, causing
them problems."
Commentators, pundits and those who feel
eligible to pass judgment on teams’ chances
expect the Cherries to be vying – at the very
least – for a play-off place. Nevertheless, Groves’
overarching ambition for the club is simply ‘to be
successful’. "We’ll only take one game at a time,
because that’s all you can do. We’ll look to win
the game that’s coming up and we’ll look to be as
successful as we possibly can."
Despite the added pressure, the high
expectations, and a group of talented players
all wanting to play regular football, Groves’
ambitions are realistic. "You have to do your work
day-to-day and you have to see what that brings,
[as well as having] belief and confidence in what
you’re doing. It takes time. It doesn’t happen
overnight. There will be ups and downs, but it’s
how you cope and react with all of those things."

Design Joe Tattersall
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America’s
super data
facility is just
a stepping
stone to a
surveillance
web

T

he Utah Data Centre, currently being built by the
National Security Agency (NSA) in America is one
magnificent beast. Or maybe magnificent is the
wrong word. Try unprecedented? Crucial? Or maybe just
downright frightening? Author James Bamford claims
the facility is transforming the NSA into the "largest, most
covert and potentially most intrusive intelligence agency
ever created." And he might not be too far-gone.
Its purpose is to be a primary data storage facility
capable of intercepting, deciphering, analysing and storing
every single form of mass communication on the planet.
That includes the ability to simultaneously monitor every
email, text, tweet, phone call and Google search of each human being. Scary stuff, but the NSA maintains the facility’s
fundamental target is to provide technical assistance to
the Department of Homeland Security in order to "combat
cyber threats". But without much imagination, it’s easy
to see why it was quickly dubbed the "spy centre" by its
critiques.
Funded by the tens of billions of dollars available to the
NSA in the post 9/11 War on Terror, the centre, which once
completed will be the size of 140 football pitches, is worth
upwards of £1.25 billion and is set to be operational in late
of next year. The scale of the centre is unprecedented and
sources estimate it will be able to store data in the yottabytes, a unit so large a bigger magnitude it yet to be coined.
That’s 1 septillion bytes, or in layman’s terms 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 gigabytes of storage.
The problem, besides the impossibility of keeping any
part of your life hidden from investigation, is the facility is
not only capable of tracking your every move online, it is
able to do it without your knowledge and more worryingly
- your consent. Now that’s fine for terrorist groups plotting
the downfall of a nation, but when it comes to texts to my
mum for laundry requests, it’s a step too far. Of course,
people will argue the centre is only a threat to America’s
enemies, and if you’ve nothing to hide, you’ve nothing to
fear. But Bluffdale, named after its location in Utah is just
a stepping stone to a much darker reality online - the fully
formed surveillance web.
Sure the White House believe the centre doesn’t pose
a material threat to democratic government, but the
issue for me isn’t in the real world so much, but within the

virtual one. Bluffdale is just a cog in an incessant pursuit
of ‘total awareness’, which threatens the very freedom
of the internet. Just months ago, the Stop Online Piracy
Act (SOPA) was so vehemently opposed, it chalked up a 7
million person strong petition and blackouts by Wikipedia,
Reddit and Google (they placed a black box over its logo in
protest), forcing the American government to head back to
the drawing board tails firmly between their legs. That was
all in the name of preserving the internet, yet a potentially
more damning action has slipped through the grapevine
uncontested, and the trend that shows no signs of slowing.
In the UK, there have been a number of disturbing proposals, including plans to monitor every email, phone call
and text in the country, much like a miniature Bluffdale,
as well as tighter censorship on Facebook and Google.
There have been numerous arrests via Twitter, and in some
cases it is completely legitimate. It is when flippant (albeit
mostly idiotic) comments are deemed criminal that the issue becomes about freedom of speech. Even in the case of
someone as wretched as Riley_69, whose recent vileness
to nation’s sweetheart Tom Daley caused national outrage,
it is simply unsustainable to arrest every bigoted moron
who abuses people on Twitter - our prisons would be full
overnight. Paul Chambers, from Doncaster was arrested
back in 2010 for joking on Twitter about blowing Doncaster
airport "sky high" if his flight was delayed, making him the
1st noted case of the kind. The man, who was only cleared
of the offences last month, was banned from the airport
for life and suspended by his employer for making a backhanded comment in what we perceive to be a personal,
and fundamentally free virtual space. Even more baffling,
a London blogger is facing jail for calling a politician a cunt
on Twitter. In a democracy that values freedom of speech,
it is non – negotiable that petty, tolerable comments made
online cannot be criminally penalised, otherwise the
internet will cease to exist as we know it.
The internet may not be on the critical list just yet, as
I can’t imagine the NSA are too interested in my menial
tweets about Kim Kardashian anyway, but the freedom of
the internet its constructors fought so hard to preserve is
looking more fragile than ever before, and Bluffdale won’t
help that. Now you know, don’t go airing your plans for
world domination on Facebook anytime soon.

Words: Toby Gray
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“

The centre
will be
capable of
monitoring
every form of
mass
communication
on the planet

”

Something

to say?

Get your opinions
published by
sending your
thoughts to
apply@
nervemedia.org.uk
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2012 has been the year of the
superhero. But let’s face it,
everybody loves a good bad guy.
On that note, here are our top 5...

VILLAINS YOU
WISH WON
5

Phantom
The Phantom of the
Opera

Now many of you reading this will probably disagree with this choice, but I’m
going to fight the phantom’s corner. He
may not be as evil as the other four villains, but he’s still pretty deranged. And if
I’m honest, the white knight who wins the
heroin is too soppy for me. Maybe it’s my
inner softie wanting him to win. I mean
the guy falls in love with someone who
wants nothing to do with him – give the
guy a break! If anything it would have been
a better ending if he’d won her affection
with his evil song spells.

4

The Joker
The Dark Knight

"Why so serious?" The infamous
words that anyone who enjoys anything
will recognise. And if you don’t, then I’m
sorry, but you should be cast out and
shunned. Even though the Joker
is pretty much a lunatic, you have
to give it to him; he’s an evil
icon. His face paint, insanity
and scars create one of the most
extreme villains of all time, and
you can’t help but praise his ideas
and motives. In all seriousness,
one could go as far to say that the
Joker is a villain who will never
be unrecognisable or
forgotten. I mean,

can anyone really think we won’t see any
Joker impersonators this Halloween?

4

Darth Vader
Star Wars

He may sound like he has a very
serious case of asthma, and have alternate names such as Black Helmet Man
(I seriously found this name on IMDb),
but Darth Vader is one villain I would love
to call my father. Luke and Leia may not
feel the same, but this baddy knows how
to work not only a lightsaber, but black
leather boots too. Still, the fact that he
dies from the loss of an arm - even though
he originally lost all four limbs in a pool
of volcanic lava – only makes his death
even more tragic. I would have loved to
see a gleeful Vader if he had won – for now
though, I’ll just have to stick to my toy
Darth Vader
voice changer and
pretend to
myself.

Words:
Jodie Mcewan
Illustration:
Sam Gainsborough

2

Magneto
X-Men

1

The Shark
Jaws

Whenever I’m asked the question
– If you could have a super power, what
would it be? I can truthfully say that the
power to move metal through telekinesis
is my answer every time. So when Magneto
loses his power in X-Men the Last Stand,
it was nothing short of depressing to see
such a powerful villain/mutant/pensioner,
whatever you would like to call him,
become a normal New York old timer
playing chess in the park. Nonetheless, I
don’t think the wind blew that chess piece,
so I doubt we’ve seen the last of such a
commanding character.

Da dum, da dum.. I’m nearly 100 per
cent sure that anyone reading this has got
the gist. Two simple notes – E and F – and
already we have one of the most feared
(and probably most cold blooded) villains
of all time. He likes shallow swims along
the beach and prefers to dine alone – and
no I’m not describing the next candidate
on Blind Date – but the one and only shark
that put all sharks to shame. I can’t be
the only one that felt a
stab of

disappointment when
the shark blew up in the final
scene. I mean, he was bigger
than the boat! Any villain bigger
than a boat or comes to mind
when you’re enjoying a swim in
the sea, deserves to win
hands down.

Who are your
best bad guys?
Tweet your top 5
@NerveMagazine.
See you next month!
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